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Abstract
Over the course of nearly a dozen works, David Lewis developed a unique—
and uniquely sophisticated—functionalist theory of beliefs and desires,
centred around an essentially Bayesian picture of typical human psychol-
ogy. There is a lot to like about his theory, but it’s not perfect. In this
paper, I will do three things. First, I will describe Lewis’ theory in detail,
taking care to correct some common misunderstandings. Second, I will
describe Lewis’ well-known argument for radical indeterminacy, and how
it relates (and doesn’t relate) to the many representation theorems that
exist for expected utility theory. Finally, I will describe some unfortunate
consequences of Lewis’ preferred response to radical indeterminacy, and
how that response can be improved.

1 Introduction
Let Karl be the subject of our interest for the duration of this paper. Suppose
(at least for now) that Karl is an ordinary human being, with ordinary human
beliefs and ordinary human desires. He is not in any sense what we’d usually
consider to be a ‘madman’. That is to say: the way he makes decisions given his
beliefs and desires, the way he updates his beliefs in the light of the evidence
of his senses, and the beliefs and basic desires he starts off with, are all by and
large what we’d tend to expect of a typical person.

Taking that for granted, suppose furthermore that our philosophical interests
lie in explaining exactly what makes it the case that Karl has the beliefs and
desires we’ve assumed he has. To be clear: we’re not interested in what caused
him to have those beliefs and desires, but in what it is for Karl to be in those
mental states. This is the first of two centrally important metasemantic projects
that Lewis undertook when he wrote ‘Radical Interpretation’ (1974). The second
project was to say what makes it the case that the sentences of Karl’s language
mean what they do. We won’t be interested in the latter project here—just
sorting out what it is about Karl that grounds the facts about Karl’s beliefs
and desires will be more than difficult enough.
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Like Lewis, I think it would be nice if we could complete our task without
making essential reference to any notions or concepts that would raise question
marks for physicalism. But that’s probably too much to ask. Even Lewis never
achieved this for his own very well-developed theory of beliefs and desires: he
never got around to explaining how potentially problematic notions like evidence
could be given a physicalist analysis (cf. Pautz 2013, §4), and he provided only
very sketchy proposals for how to do away with the mental dimension implicit
in our usual ways of thinking about choice and action (see 1974, p. 338; 1994,
p. 417; these are mentioned in §2.2 below). So let’s settle instead for something
more reasonable: we’ll try to say what makes it the case that Karl has the beliefs
and desires he has, while minimising the number of physicalist question marks
raised. We should try to make things easier for a later, more complete reduction
to the physical facts. If there are any problematic notions remaining at the end
of our analysis, then they should be the kinds of things which could plausibly
be reduced away somehow down the track without introducing some vicious
circularity or contradiction elsewhere in the story.

So that’s the project. And I happen to think that adopting the kind of po-
sition that Lewis first put forward in ‘Radical Interpretation’ and subsequently
developed in numerous later articles (e.g. 1979; 1980a; 1982; 1983a; 1983b; 1986;
1994) is roughly what we need to complete that project. But Lewis’ theory is
not perfect, and it can be improved. Lewis made a few wrong turns, I want
to argue, especially around the time that he wrote ‘New Work for a Theory of
Universals’ (1983a; henceforth: ‘New Work’). It will take some work to clearly
state what I mean by that, but to summarise my conclusions now I think his
mistakes in that paper can be reduced down to three:

i His functional roles for belief-desire systems were too coarse-grained.
ii He focused on causal relations where other resources were available.

iii His new ‘naturalness’ constraint on the assignment of beliefs was (proba-
bly) unnecessary, and can be dropped without any significant loss.

Consequently, here’s what I’ll do in this paper. First, I will need to explain what
Lewis’ theory is (§2), and how Lewis proposed to deal with the radical inde-
terminacy argument that motivated some important aspects of his view (§3).
In intend to be quite thorough in these early exegetical sections, since along
the way I would like to correct some common misunderstandings. I will then
present what I think is wrong with Lewis’ theory (§4), and how I think it can
be made better (§5). The end result still isn’t perfect, but it’s an improvement,
and better than the best current-going alternatives. Finally, in an appendix to
the main thread of discussion, I will also discuss the relationship between Lewis’
functionalism, his indeterminacy argument, and decision-theoretic representa-
tion theorems.

2 Lewis’ Theory of Belief and Desire
Let me start my exposition of Lewis’ theory by outlining the ‘big picture’ before
moving on to the specifics. Besides the general commitment to physicalism,
which we’ve already noted, there are two guiding ideas behind Lewis’ theory of
beliefs and desires. The first is analytic functionalism—i.e., that the definitions
of ‘belief’ and ‘desire’ should, as with any other mental state terms, be given
primarily in terms of the functional profiles associated with ‘belief’ and ‘desire’
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as they appear in a commonsense (or ‘folk’) theory of the mind. Regarding this
first idea, I won’t bore you with the finer details: most readers will be familiar
enough already with the basics of analytic functionalism. (And if you’re not,
then Lewis’ 1966, 1970, and 1972 are good places to start; see also Schwarz
2015 for a thorough summary that focuses on Lewis specifically.) What follows
therefore are main bits, along with some relevant clarificatory remarks.

Step one: we are to suppose that there is amongst us a ‘very extensive shared
understanding of how we work mentally’ (1994, p. 416), a ‘generally shared body
of tacit belief’ (1997, p. 333) relating to intentional psychology. We can under-
stand this shared body of belief as a kind of theory—folk psychology—about
the kinds of properties our beliefs and desires typically have, how they typically
relate to one another, and how they typically relate to our senses and behaviour.

Three notes about this step. First, the tenets of folk psychology need not be
constituted from things that members of the folk will themselves spontaneously
assert or even easily recognise as things they tacitly believe. Despite what he
said in some of his earlier works, on Lewis’ considered view folk psychology is not
a simple collection of ‘platitudes’ gathered from the folk, but should instead be
likened to our tacit knowledge of grammar (cf. 1994, p. 416). Second, those ‘typ-
ically’ qualifications are important: folk psychology is for the most part about
how our minds typically work. The folk do not all tacitly possess a psycholog-
ical theory that covers all possibilities of individual variation. It is much more
plausible to view folk psychology as providing us with a rather coarse-grained
and somewhat idealised representation of the major difference-makers vis-à-vis
the inner workings of the typical human mind—we don’t need it to be anything
more than that, nor should we expect anything else. There will be exceptions
to any interesting folk psychological rule. Finally, folk psychology properly so-
called will likely be messy, and maybe even inconsistent. No matter: what we’re
really interested in will be folk psychology cleaned up and systematised.

Step two: we are to extract from our systematised folk theory a functional
profile or role for each mental state term that appears therein. By application
of the general strategy for defining theoretical terms that was laid out in (Lewis
1970), those profiles allow us to collectively define the meanings of the terms in
question. So, ‘belief’ might end up referring to one type of brain state S1, and
‘desire’ another type S2, because S1 and S2 interact with one another and with
the external world in a manner that fits with how beliefs and desires are supposed
to interact with one another and with the external world. Or, more likely, they
will refer to S1 and S2 because those states fit with the relevant functional
profiles well enough. It was a standard part of Lewis’ theory of the definition
of theoretical terms that the referents of those terms need not occupy their
associated functional roles precisely (e.g., 1966, p. 104; 1984, p. 59; 1994, p. 298),
and Lewis never thought that folk psychology, even post-systematisation, was a
fully accurate theory of the typical human mind (1994, pp. 416, 417, 428). But
it’s plenty enough if the theory is roughly accurate, and we only end up finding
imperfect deservers for our notions of belief and desire.

Now, just on its own, analytic functionalism doesn’t get us very far—if we
want to know what our beliefs and desires are like, what their defining functional
profiles are actually going to be, then we’re going to need to make some concrete
claims about what a cleaned up and systematised folk psychology will look
like. This is where the second guiding idea comes in: Lewis thought that a
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systematised folk psychology ‘should look a lot like Bayesian decision theory’
(1979, pp. 533–4). In his words, that theory is

... a systematic exposition of the consequences of certain well-chosen
platitudes about belief, desire, preference, and choice. It is the very
core of our common-sense theory of persons, dissected out and ele-
gantly systematised. (1974, pp. 337–8)

Not exactly like the Bayesian theory, mind you, but similar. Even as a systema-
tisation, Lewis thought Bayesian psychology over-idealises some features of the
typical human mind (cf. 1983a, p. 375; 1994, p. 428; §2.2 below). But he did
think that, whatever the best systematisation of folk psychology might end up
looking like in the end, it will be recognisably similar to a Bayesian psychology.

So, let’s consider the sense in which Lewis thought that folk psychology was
Bayesian, and what this means for the functional profiles of our beliefs and
desires. We begin with ‘Radical Interpretation’, which contains probably the
best-known of Lewis’ expressions of his theory of belief and desire.

2.1 Reintepreting ‘Radical Interpretation’
According to a ‘straight’ reading of ‘Radical Interpretation’, Karl’s beliefs and
desires can be fully determined from a base of purely physical facts via the joint
application of two ‘principles of interpretation’. These can be roughly expressed
as follows:

Rationalisation. Assign an agent a total system of beliefs and basic desires
as would render the agent pragmatically rational given their behaviour.
Charity. Assign an agent such basic desires as would be reasonable given the
kind of being the agent is, and beliefs as would render the agent epistemically
rational given their life history of evidence and reasonableness constraints on
their initial beliefs.

There’s a lot to unpack there: we need to know what basic desires are and
what makes them reasonable; what makes beliefs epistemically rational; what
reasonableness constraints exist for initial beliefs; and what makes a total system
of beliefs and desires pragmatically rational. And we’ll get to that shortly. But
first, let me flag two important respects in which the summary I’ve just given
is already quite misleading as to the true nature of Lewis’ view.

First, on Lewis’ considered view, beliefs and desires are never properly as-
signed directly to persons on the basis of any ‘principles of interpretation’ (cf.
1986, p. 39). The facts about Karl’s beliefs and desires at a time are derivative
on the facts about what intrinsic physical states he is in at that moment and
how those states are to identified with the attitudes by way of the former’s fit
with the latter’s causal profile:1

1 Lewis was more careful about describing his view in explicitly functionalist terms in
his later works (e.g., 1983a, pp. 373–4; 1983b, pp. 119–20; 1986, p. 39; 1994, pp. 428–9). That
‘Radical Interpretation’ was written the way it was is primarily down to the fact that it was
a response to Davidson’s interpretivism (e.g., in Davidson 1973), and Lewis had a marked
tendency to express his own ideas within the theoretical frameworks of his interlocutors (e.g.,
1984; 1983a, pp. 370–3. See also the cautionary note in (1994, p. 429).
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... an interpretation of ... Karl himself as he is at various times, or
as he might have been under various different circumstances ... must
be a scheme of interpretation specifying the attitudes and meanings
as a function of the momentary total physical state. On the basis
of such states, the scheme assigns interpretations to individuals at
times. (1983b, pp. 119–20, emphasis added)

Second, both Rationalisation and Charity as they appear in ‘Radical Inter-
pretation’ read as though they’re to be applied to individuals on a one-by-one
basis. But Lewis later admitted that this was a mistake:

I stated my problem in an unduly individualistic way: given the facts
about Karl as a physical system, solve for the facts about him as a
person—his beliefs, desires, and meanings. [...] In ‘Mad Pain and
Martian Pain’ ([1980a]), I argued that a ‘madman’ might be in pain
not because his state occupied the functional role of pain in him
but rather because that state occupies that role, for the most part,
in members of the kind to which he belongs. The same possibility
should be recognised for attitudes as well. Karl might believe himself
a fool, and might desire fame, even though the best interpretation
of Karl considered in isolation might not assign those attitudes to
him. For the best interpretation of Karl’s kind generally might be
the one that interprets two states respectively as belief that one is a
fool and as desire for fame, and Karl might be in those two states.
(1983b, p. 119)

It helps to remember here that folk functional roles are typical roles: the sorts of
things which cause Karl to be in some physical state S, and what S causes Karl
to do, need not speak to what sorts of things would typically cause a human
to be in state S, and what S would typically cause in other members of Karl’s
kind. (As Lewis notes elsewhere, the members of ‘Karl’s kind’ will include both
actual subjects and possible subjects with ‘sufficiently similar’ anatomies and
subject to relevantly similar laws of nature; see 1983a, p. 373; 1986, p. 39.)

It’s clear, therefore, that some reinterpretation of ‘Radical Interpretation’ is
needed. Lewis did think that Rationalisation and Charity as described in
that paper are (usually) good principles for evaluating the interpretation of indi-
vidual persons, of course, but in that capacity they have no direct relevance for
his considered metasemantic theory. Rather, the real significance of Rational-
isation and Charity is that each principle corresponds to what Lewis took to
be an important and central aspect of the functional role of a system of beliefs
and desires considered as a unified whole. We’ll take a closer look at those two
principles now, starting with Rationalisation.

2.2 The Principle of Rationalisation
In spelling out the notion of ‘pragmatic rationality’ around which Rationali-
sation revolves, Lewis was happy to give it an explicitly Bayesian gloss:

The Rationalisation Principle constrains [how] Karl should be rep-
resented as a rational agent; the beliefs and desires ascribed to him
... should be such as to provide good reasons for his behaviour, as
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given in physical terms. [...] I would hope to spell this out in decision-
theoretic terms, as follows. Take a suitable set of mutually exclusive
and jointly exhaustive propositions about Karl’s behaviour at any
given time; of these alternatives, the one that comes true according
to [the physical facts] should be the one (or: one of the ones) with
maximum expected [desirability] according to the total system of
beliefs and desires ascribed to Karl... (1974, p. 337)

He goes on to cite Jeffrey’s (1965) exposition of decision theory in particular,
and for the remainder of this work I’ll follow him in spelling out the key ideas
within that kind of formal framework.2 (I’ll go into detail here so that I need
not do so later—some of the finer points matter for what’s said below.)

As Lewis correctly notes shortly after the quoted passage, this already pre-
supposes a good deal of theory about what our beliefs and desires are like. To
begin with, it requires that beliefs are graded, and ‘coherent enough to per-
mit the comparison of expected [desirabilities]’ (1974, p. 337). In line with this
background requirement, Lewis regularly assumed in his other writings:

B-Coherence. The typical agent’s total system of beliefs at any time can
be represented as a probability function (henceforth B), defined relative to an
appropriate space of possible worlds (henceforth Ω).

For instance, see (1974, pp. 337–8; 1979, p. 534; 1980b, pp. 287–8; 1983a, p. 374;
1986, p. 30; 1996). For the rest of this paper, I will assume that Ω is finite, and
that any agent’s beliefs B are meaningfully defined over all subsets of Ω. Lewis
would have accepted neither assumption (cf. 1986, pp. 105–7)—but for the most
part this will make no difference to my arguments other than making some of
the technicalities easier, and I’ll flag those places where it might be relevant.3

Lewis recognised, of course, that representing ordinary agents’ beliefs with
a (singular) probability function will typically involve some idealisation—it ig-
nores ‘limitations of logical competence’ (1983a, p. 375), the possibility of ‘frag-
mented’ systems of belief (1982; 1986, p. 29–32), and the real values of proba-

2 There is an interesting exegetical question in connection with this: in spelling out Lewis’
ideas, should we use the evidentialist decision theory of Jeffrey, or the causalist theory that
Lewis later proposes in his (1981)? I do not know. In favour of going with the evidentialist
framework, there is both the fact that Lewis cites Jeffrey, and furthermore that Williams
(2016) has shown that Lewis was implicitly relying on features of Jeffrey’s theory when he
made his radical indeterminacy argument in ‘New Work’. On the other hand, Lewis did think
that evidentialism was not the correct theory of pragmatic rationality. Now this is not equiva-
lent to saying that his preferred causal decision theory characterises the folk theory of decision
making—but it’s not too far off either: on Lewis’ view there are close ties between folk psy-
chology and rationality. The folk theory’s causal roles for belief and desire just are rational
roles for belief and desire. On the other other hand, Lewis only took folk psychology to be a
theory of ‘imperfect, near-enough rationality’ (1994, p. 428). The folk could be wrong about
what’s rational (especially in tricky cases like Newcomb’s problem). So I’m genuinely uncertain
as to which decision theory Lewis thought better characterises systematised folk psychology.
Luckily we don’t have to decide the matter here: the differences between the two decision
theories shouldn’t make a big difference. I’m using Jeffrey’s theory and formalisms because
this is how Lewis himself did it, usually, and because doing so makes some of the technical
elements slightly easier to deal with.

3 Strictly speaking, Ω should also be a space of doxastic alternatives, or centred possible
worlds. See (1979; 1986, pp. 28–9). I will ignore complications arising from the egocentricity of
content, though this does end up leading to some (easily rectifiable) strange consequences—
e.g., that an agent always knows what time it is when they’re choosing their behaviours.
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bility functions make divisions which appear sometimes too fine-grained, some-
times times too coarse-grained for what we want to represent (1986, p. 30). So
Karl’s system of beliefs, even in the systematised version of folk psychology,
need not be strictly ‘probabilistic’. At the same time, whatever the truth of the
matter, Lewis clearly assumed that probability functions provided a good ap-
proximate representation for most purposes, and I think we can spot him this
without further argument.

Along similar lines, formulating Rationalisation within a Bayesian frame-
work will require that our desires are also graded and, in their own way, mini-
mally coherent. Although he never explicitly discusses the matter as such, Lewis
often spoke of what he called basic desires (or ‘basic intrinsic values’). Within
the Jeffreyan framework, we can think of these as represented by a distribution
of real-valued desirabilities over the worlds in Ω that’s unique up to an interval
scale. Thus:

D-Coherence. The typical agent’s basic desires at any time can be repre-
sented as a distribution of desirabilities over Ω (henceforth D).

I’ll assume throughout that if D and D′ are related by an interval-preserving
transformation then they represent the same set of basic desires—I won’t be
fussed about distinguishing between them.

Karl’s desires simplicter will then be a function of his beliefs and basic
desires in combination. Lewis usually talks about these as a distribution of real-
valued desirabilities over arbitrary propositions (e.g., in 1983a, p. 374), fixed as
the B-expectations of the desirabilities of the worlds within. Hence, where Bp

designates B conditionalised on p—i.e., for all q,

Bp(q) = B(q | p) = B(q ∧ p)
B(p) , where B(p) > 0,

then in the Jeffreyan framework we have:4

E-Coherence. The typical agent with beliefs B and basic desires D will have
desires simpliciter for propositions p as given by

EBD(p) =
∑
ω∈Ω
Bp({ω})·D(ω).

Since Karl’s beliefs will generally change as a result of incoming sensory
evidence (in a manner that we’ll discuss below), so too will his desires for most
propositions tend to shift and change about over time. On the other hand,
Lewis often (whether implicitly or explicitly) assumed that agents’ basic desires
would remain constant over the course of their lifetimes (e.g., 1974, pp. 336–7;
1980b, p. 288; 1983a, pp. 374–5). In (1983a, p. 375) he claimed that this was a
‘dire’ oversimplification—though I suspect that what he meant was that folk
psychology will allow that Karl’s basic desires can change in principle, not that
they necessarily will, and certainly not that they will often. More importantly,
if they do change, then it need not be in a regular and systematic way; i.e., the
kind of way that would be appropriately represented in a typical functional role.

4 The cumbersome ‘EB
D’ notation will be useful later, so please bear with it for now.
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With B fixed in place, D and EBD are straightforwardly interdefinable, so we’ll
follow Lewis (e.g., in 1983a, p. 374) in representing Karl’s total system of beliefs
and desires using the pair 〈B,D〉, leaving EBD implicit. Given that, 〈B,D〉 will
‘provide good reasons for his behaviour’ just in case that behaviour maximises
expected desirability relative to those beliefs and desires. First, let

τ = {t1, ..., tn}

be a set of times from the beginning of the Karl’s life and onwards indefinitely.
Next, we suppose that whenever Karl faces any decision about what to do at
some time t, there will exist a unique appropriate set of mutually exclusive and
jointly exhaustive propositions,

βt = {bt
1, ..., bt

n},

which characterise the full range of basic behaviours Karl might perform ‘at
will’ at that time, specified in at least as fine detail as makes a difference to the
expected desirability calculations.5 Then:

Rationalisability. The typical agent with beliefs and desires 〈B,D〉 at time
t will be disposed to make true the disjunction∨

bt
i
∈βt

max

(bt
i),

where

βt
max =

{
bt

i ∈ βt : B(bt
i) > 0 and EBD(bt

i) ≥ EBD(bt
j), for all bt

j ∈ βt
}

.

That’s a fancy way of saying that, inasmuch as he’s behaving the way he should,
Karl will be disposed to make true any one of the set of propositions about his
behaviour that he considers overall best.

Two notes about Rationalisability. First, I said ‘behaviours’ for a reason—
not ‘actions’, since the latter are typically specified in a mentally loaded way.
Given his background commitments, Lewis wanted the propositions which char-
acterise Karl’s options to be in-principle specifiable without employing any men-
tal vocabulary, and using only notions which are familiar to the folk. There is
a surprising amount of subtlety in making this both precise and plausible. In
‘Radical Interpretation’ Lewis says that they might be things like ‘Karl’s fin-
gers move on certain trajectories and exert certain forces’ (1974, p. 338), but
he later (1994, p. 417) notes some problems with this and suggests an improved
approach: the behaviour-propositions will be (roughly) things like ‘Karl’s body
moved in such a way that if he were on a flat surface in Earth-normal gravity
with a suitably placed ball in front of him and a suitably placed team-mate
some distance away, then the impact of Karl’s foot would have propelled the
ball onto a trajectory bringing it within the team-mate’s reach’.

5 It wouldn’t matter if the propositions are specified in more detail than that; the danger
here is only with under-description. Still, you might worry about the uniqueness assumption.
This is implicit in some of Lewis’ writings (e.g., 1981, p. 7: ‘... this is the partition of the
agents’ [sic] alternative options’). The uniqueness assumption won’t make too big a difference
to what I want to say, but see §7.3, fn. 13, for some discussion.
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Note two: Lewis seemed to assume at least that if B(b) > 0, then b isn’t
unavailable. (We need something like this if we’re going to say that what
behaviour-propositions Karl makes true are those with the greatest expected
desirability, since otherwise we’re ignoring the possibility that Karl is mistaken
about what’s possible and only ends up doing the next best thing that is avail-
able.) But even when it comes to very basic behaviours like wiggling his finger
or waving his hand, what Karl can be do might depend on external factors of
which Karl isn’t aware. For instance: he thinks he can wave his hand, but unbe-
knownst to him some nefarious evildoer has glued his arm to the table; he thinks
he can wiggle his fingers, but doesn’t realise his hand has fallen asleep; and so
on. Consequently, Lewis apparently presupposes a kind of direct doxastic access
to any factors that might influence which basic behaviours are not possible.

(Better, I think, to let the immediate causal consequences of a decision be
not behaviours but tryings or attempts to perform basic behaviours (cf. Hedden
2012). What basic behaviours Karl can try to perform will (except in very
unusual circumstances) not vary from moment to moment, so we never have to
suppose that Karl magically knows what he can and cannot do in cases where
that depends on factors he might be mistaken about. Such tryings are another
kind of intentional state, of course, and so not immediately accessible given the
physical facts. But they plausibly have a close enough connection to physical-
behavioural states that we can appeal to them with the promissory note that
they will be give a proper physicalist explanation sometime later (as Lewis
does with evidence, and indeed as we’ve just seen with behaviours themselves).
After all, in most cases if we know on the basis of the physical facts that Karl
can perform a basic behaviour b, then he will do so if he tries to; and if he
cannot, then there will at least be some ‘impulse’ that in other circumstances
would result in his performing b. With that caveat in mind, I’ll continue to
talk in terms of ‘behaviours’ rather than ‘tryings’, if only because it makes for
smoother expressions and better fit with what Lewis actually said.)

Summarising: we can see the principle of Rationalisation as correspond-
ing directly to a forward-looking part of the typical functional role for a total
system of beliefs and desires 〈B,D〉 under a Bayesian theory of (synchronic)
psychology. The typical agent’s system of beliefs and desires at a time will
be characterised by B-Coherence, D-Coherence, and E-Coherence; and,
given a total belief-desire state 〈B,D〉, the typical agent will as a result be
disposed to (try to) behave in some way (or ways) b as characterised by the
Rationalisability assumption.

2.3 The Principle of Charity
Of course, there is more to the functional role of a total belief-desire state than
just its forward-looking role in the production of behaviour:

Besides the fit of belief and desire to behaviour at a moment, there is
also fit over time. One way to think of this would be as fit between a
succession of systems of belief and a stream of evidence: the changes
in belief are as they should be, given the evidence. (1986, p. 37)

That’s where the principle of Charity comes in. Or, more accurately, it’s where
one part of Lewis’ original principle of Charity comes in. To recall, Charity
as it appears in ‘Radical Interpretation’ amounts roughly to the following:
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Charity. Assign an agent such basic desires as would be reasonable given
the kind of being the agent is, and beliefs which would render the agent
epistemically rational given their life history of evidence and reasonableness
constraints on their initial beliefs.

In contrast to his relatively detailed explanation of the Rationalisation prin-
ciple, Lewis was vastly less specific in his many writings on the subject when
it came to spelling out the relevant notions of ‘reasonableness’ and ‘epistemic
rationality’. Almost the entirety of what he has to say about them in ‘Radical
Interpretation’ can be found in the following passage:

Perhaps an improved Principle of Charity would require Karl’s be-
liefs and ours to be related as follows: there must exist some com-
mon inductive method M which would lead to approximately our
present system of belief if given our life histories of evidence, and
which would likewise lead to approximately the present system of
beliefs ascribed to Karl [if] given Karl’s life history of evidence. [...]
As for desires: there must exist some common underlying system of
basic intrinsic valuesD which would yield approximately our systems
of desires if given our systems of beliefs, and which would likewise
yield approximately the system of desires ascribed to Karl [if] given
the system of beliefs ascribed to Karl [...] (1974, pp. 336–7; notation
altered for consistency)

For the remainder of our discussion, it will be helpful to split Charity up into
two parts: the causal and the non-causal. We’ll deal with the former here, and
consider the non-causal part in §2.5. The causal part of the Charity principle
relates to the rational way our beliefs change as a causal result of incoming
sensory evidence according to some ‘common inductive method’.

Although Lewis never explained in ‘Radical Interpretation’ what he took
the ‘common inductive method’ to be, from the context of his other works
it’s apparent that he had in mind something at least closely approximated by
Bayesian conditionalisation (1980b, pp. 287–8; 1983a, p. 374; 1994, pp. 428–9).
To make this precise, let me introduce some more notation and a couple of
helpful assumptions. First, we will let

ε = {e1, ..., en}

designate the set containing those propositions which characterise (in complete
detail) all possible ‘streams’ of sensory evidence of finite duration; e.g., there is
first the appearance of such-and-such objects along with such-and-such sounds
and such-and-such smells, etc., and then..., and so on. Furthermore, where Bi

is an initial system of beliefs—that is, those beliefs an agent might have the
beginning of their lifetime—we’ll assume for simplicity’s sake that

Bi(e) > 0, for all e ∈ ε.

In other words, typical agents don’t rule out the possibility of any particular life
history of sensory evidence prior to having any sensory experiences whatsoever.
Finally, we’ll assume that for any way B might be, there is always an e ∈ ε such
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that Be = B. The easiest way to do this is to have ε include Ω itself, which we
can interpret as a state of null evidence.6

With all that in place, Lewis’ assumption about belief update is simple:
Conditionalisation. The typical agent’s total system of beliefs at any time
are given by Be

i , where Bi is their initial system of beliefs and e characterises
their life history of evidence up to that time.

Again, this is a strong assumption, and certainly idealised—the perfect con-
ditionaliser never forgets, for example, and they always know just what their
evidence is. Neither is true of the typical agent. But I’ll emphasise again (and
not for the last time!) that it’s only supposed to be approximately true, and it’s
only supposed to represent the processes that affect changes of belief in a regular
and systematic way. (A bop on the head might cause you to forget something
at random, but that doesn’t mean we should mention bops on the head when
specifying the typical functional role of belief.)

Although the causal part of Charity directly relates only to changes in
belief, we can express it as a functional role for a total belief-desire systems in the
same way we did for Rationalisation. (Doing it like this will make it easier to
draw connections between ‘Radical Interpretation’ and what Lewis later says in
‘New Work’, which I’ll discuss momentarily.) Thus, where the arrows represent
typical causal relationships:

〈B,D〉

e

〈Be,D〉

e′

〈Be∧e′
,D〉

The typical agent who has beliefs B and basic desires D will, upon receipt of
some evidence e, come to be in the total state 〈Be,D〉; and in the other direction,
the typical agent in state 〈Be,D〉 might be as such as a consequence of being
in some earlier belief-desire state (including, but usually not limited to, 〈B,D〉)
which, when combined with e, rationally leads to 〈Be,D〉.

2.4 The Principle of Fit
By combining Rationalisation and the causal part of Charity, we get a
more complete picture of how Lewis understood the total causal role of our
belief-desire states when treated as a unified whole:

〈B,D〉

e

b

〈Be,D〉

bb′

ee′

bb′′

〈Be∧e′
,D〉

In his later works, Lewis did indeed fold the two into a single principle—what
he called the ‘principle of fit’—intended to capture exactly this overall causal
structure. This is most clearly brought out in ‘New Work’:

6 This is purely for the sake of convenience—it’ll save us adding fiddly additional clauses
to Lewis’ otherwise incompletely described functional roles discussed in §2.4 below.
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Say that B and D rationalise behaviour b after evidence e iff the
system of desires given by the Be-expectations of D ranks b at least
as high as any alternative behaviour. Say that B and D fit iff, for any
evidence-specifying e, e yields a state that would cause behaviour ra-
tionalised by B and D after e. That is our only constraining principle
of fit. (Where did the others go? – We built them into the definitions
whereby B and D encapsulate an assignment of content to states.)
(1983a, p. 374, notation altered for consistency)

It will be helpful to recast this using the special notion of R-fitness:

Basic Fit. 〈B,D〉 R-fits a total physical state S1 iff, for each stream of
evidence e, the typical agent in state S1 when presented with e will come to
be in a total physical state S2 that brings about behaviour b that maximises
expected desirability with respect to 〈Be,D〉.

R-fitness corresponds to a what we can think of as a ‘snapshot’ of an individ-
ual belief-desire state’s immediate forward-looking typical causal role. In visual
form:

〈B,D〉

e

S

b

where b maximises expected desirability with respect to 〈Be,D〉. Note that the
stated causal role does not link 〈B,D〉 to 〈Be,D〉 specifically—there is no men-
tioned requirement that the arbitrary state S must be interpreted 〈Be,D〉, or
even that such an interpretation will make sense given S’s further causal rela-
tionships. Likewise, the notion of R-fitness makes no reference to what kinds of
states might (in combination with evidence) cause Karl to be in 〈B,D〉.

So where did the rest go? As Lewis notes, the remainder is implicit in ‘the
definitions whereby B and D encapsulate an assignment of content to states’.
In saying this he was referring to what he wrote a few sentences directly before
the quoted passage above:

An interpretation is given by a pair of functions, B and D. B is a
probability distribution over the worlds, regarded as encapsulating
the subject’s dispositions to form beliefs under the impact of sensory
evidence: if a stream of evidence specified by proposition e would put
the subject into a total state S—for short, e yields S—we interpret
S to consist in part of the belief system given by the probability
distribution Be [...] D is a function from worlds to numerical desir-
ability scores, regarded as encapsulating the subject’s basic desires:
if E yields S, we interpret S to consist in part of the system of desires
given by the Be-expectations of D. (1983a, p. 374)

We can summarise what he says here as follows:
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Forward Fit. 〈B,D〉 will fit a total physical state S1 to the extent that, for
each stream of evidence e, if S given e yields S2, then 〈Be,D〉 R-fits S2.

Lewis made a small omission at this point. Forward Fit essentially says that
if you’re going to interpret a total physical state S as a certain belief-desire
state 〈B,D〉, then you’d do better to make sure that the total physical states
that are causally downstream of S can also be given appropriate interpretations
in line with the initial assignment of 〈B,D〉 to S. And that’s almost enough—
or, it would be enough, if we were allowed to assume a priori that our total
physical states will slot neatly into the network of causal relationships between
whole belief-desire states that Lewis was imagining they have. But it is at least
conceptually possible to have a sequence of causally-linked total physical states
which start off behaving in a very non-Bayesian way, and then at some point
down the track start behaving in a Bayesian way and continue to do so forever
onwards without fail. We don’t want to assign an interpretation 〈B,D〉 to a state
S just because everything causally downstream of S behaves in the way we’d
expect from that interpretation, if there might be things upstream that don’t
fit with that assignment. Consequently, we will also need:

Backward Fit. 〈B,D〉 will fit a total physical state S1 to the extent that, if
there exists an S2 such that for some stream of evidence e, S2 in combination
with e yields S1, then some 〈B2,D〉 such that Be

2 = B R-fits S2.

More importantly, we can now combine Basic Fit, Forward Fit and Back-
ward Fit to give us a general notion of fit (simpliciter):

General Fit. 〈B,D〉 fits a total physical state S1 to the extent that 〈B,D〉
R-fits S1, and for each stream of evidence e,

i. if S1 given e yields S2, then 〈Be,D〉 R-fits S2, and
ii. if there exists an S3 which given e yields S1, then some 〈B2,D〉 such that
Be

2 = B R-fits S3.

Or, what amounts to the same thing: a total physical state S1 fits with the
typical causal role of a system of beliefs and desires 〈B,D〉 just in case, and to
the extent that, S1 occupies exactly that total causal role for 〈B,D〉 that we
derived above by combining Rationalisation and the causal part of Charity.
We can see, therefore, that what in ‘Radical Interpretation’ were described as
two independent ‘principles of interpretation’ were combined in ‘New Work’ into
a single more general ‘principle of fit’. Rationalisation and (the causal part
of) Charity represent two sides of the same functionalist coin. They are not
supposed to represent separable evaluative dimensions along which the inter-
pretations of individuals are ranked and then traded off against one another to
find the best interpretation overall, as is often described (cf. Eriksson & Hájek
2007, pp. 200-1; Maher 1993, pp. 31–2; Hattiangadi 2019). Indeed, if the prin-
ciples of Rationalisation and Charity ever seem like they’re running into
conflict with one another when applied to some individual—if their application
to an individual ends up pulling the interpretation of that individual in different
directions—then this is exactly the kind of individual for whom those principles
are not well-applied. On Lewis’ view, the typical agent is as a contingent matter
of fact a rational agent—and rational agents by definition will not behave in
such a manner as can only be rationalised by an interpretation that is unchar-
itable. Their psychology is described by Rationalisation and the causal part
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of Charity; everyone else is a ‘madman’ (or ‘madperson’), and it’s a mistake
to think that Lewis’ principles were ever intended to give accurate results for
any individual who’s psychology isn’t so described.7

Is there anything more to consider when it comes to deciding overall fit with
causal role? In particular, what should we say about the functional relationships
that beliefs and desires share with other attitudes like hopes and fears? These are
emphasised by some authors (e.g., Christensen 2001, p. 361; Eriksson & Hájek
2007, p. 208). Lewis seemed to have no very settled views on these matters—
but generally speaking, he either assumed that the other propositional attitudes
will be reducible to belief-desire states (perhaps in combination with some other
non-contentful mental states), or at the very least he saw them as relatively
unimportant in relation to the explanation of intentional behaviour:

I think it an open question to what extent other states with content—
doubting, wondering, fearing, pretending, ...—require separate treat-
ment, and to what extent they can be reduced to patterns in belief
and desire and contentless feeling. Be that as it may, I shall ignore
them here. (1994, p. 421)

Lewis evidently thought that Karl’s beliefs and basic desires will be the main,
if not the only, difference-makers when it comes to explaining the typical and
systematic ways our behaviour will be at a time and change as a response to
sensory evidence—and for that reason should be the focus of our attention.

2.5 The Role of Reasonableness
Considerations of fit only one part of the two-part Lewisean story:

[A] functionalist theory of content ... I said, should have two parts.
One part says what it is for an assignment of content to states to
fit the functional roles of the states [...] But principles of fit can be
expected to underdetermine the assignment of content very badly.
[...] as well as principles of fit, we need ‘principles of humanity’,
which create a presumption in favour of some sorts of content and
against others. (1986, p. 107)

We’ve still got to consider the role that the non-causal aspect of Lewis’ original
Charity principle—which relates to reasonableness constraints on basic desires
and initial beliefs—plays in his complete theory of belief and desire.

Lewis never in any of his many writings spelled out what he meant by ‘rea-
sonableness’ in much detail.8 In outline, there appears to have been some con-
nection between Lewis’ notion of ‘reasonableness’ and the idea of substantive

7 There will presumably need to be some tradeoffs to consider when picking the best de-
servers for our mental state terms, if it turns out that Lewis was wrong and typical agents
don’t conform very well to our systematised folk psychology. But deciding the closest fit with
total functional role is unlikely to be anything as simple as weighing up how well a scheme of
interpretation does in maximising fit with that part of the causal role represented by Ratio-
nalisation versus how well it does in maximising fit with the part represented by Charity. In
any case, the point here is that Lewis would not have regarded this talk of tradeoffs between
Rationalisation and Charity as especially important for understanding what our beliefs
and desires are like in the actual world. To focus on tradeoffs is to miss the point.

8 The term ‘reasonable’ isn’t used in connection with Charity at any point in ‘Radical
Interpretation’, but it comes up in several of his later connected discussions on the subject
(e.g., 1983a, p. 375; 1986, p. 38).
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rationality, in contrast to the more obviously structural notions of rationality
that Lewis related directly to the causal roles of beliefs and desires. For ex-
ample, with respect to basic desires, Lewis demonstrated an apparent fondness
for Anscombe’s (1957) example of the absurdity of imagining a person ‘with a
basic desire for a saucer of mud’ (1986, pp. 38, 107; 1994, p. 427; 1996, p. 306).
More generally, Lewis evidently took it that different ways of distributing one’s
desirabilities over worlds could be more or less reasonable, where that seemed
to have something to do (at least in part) with what sorts of things are apt to
be more or less desired given the kinds of biological needs of the kind of agent
in question: we (typically) want nourishment, relaxation, avoidance of pain and
injury, and so on and so forth. And, at least from ‘New Work’ onwards, Lewis
took it that the notion of naturalness played some role in deciding which sys-
tems of initial belief and basic desire should be considered reasonable: ‘Think of
the man who, for no special reason, expects unexamined emeralds to be grue...
These beliefs [are] unreasonable’ (1986, p. 38; see also pp. 105–7; 1983a, p. 375).

However they were to be spelled out exactly, the two distinctive kinds of
reasonableness—one for for basic desires, and one for initial beliefs—were ulti-
mately supposed to be aggregated by some means that Lewis never described to
provide an overall reasonableness score or ranking for total belief-desire states.
The function of this ranking was to filter between possible schemes of interpre-
tation that do equally well when judged purely on considerations of fit:

If we rely on principles of fit [i.e., with functional role] to do the
whole job, we can expect radical indeterminacy of interpretation.
We need further constraints, of the sort called principles of (sophis-
ticated) charity, or of ‘humanity’. Such principles call for interpre-
tations according to which the subject has attitudes that we would
deem reasonable for one who has lived the life that he has lived.
These principles select among conflicting interpretations that equally
well conform to the principles of fit. (1983a, p. 375, emphasis added)

Note that what Lewis meant by ‘charity’ in this passage is not quite the same
as what he meant by that term in ‘Radical Interpretation’, since as we’ve seen
the ‘principles of fit’ already encapsulate the causal aspect of the principle as
originally characterised. ‘Charity’ here is a reasonableness constraint.

Given that, I take it that on the most natural reading of the passage, the
non-causal part of Charity is supposed to play a secondary or lexically subor-
dinate role, coming into play only after fit with functional role has been taken
into account. For consider: if we were supposed to consider tradeoffs between
reasonableness and fit, then there’s no guarantee that reasonableness consider-
ations would just be ‘selecting among’ those interpretations that equally well
in terms of fit, inasmuch as there might be still more reasonable interpretations
that fit almost as well. In general, making tradeoffs between two considerations
will tend to result in something that doesn’t maximise either, and that’s just not
how Lewis usually described the interpretation of imaginary agents for whom
perfectly fitting interpretations were possible (cf. also 1986, p. 107).

Thus: the role of relative reasonableness is to filter out any radical indetermi-
nacy that’s still left over once we’ve fixed upon those schemes of interpretation
which will result in the best fit with total functional role. The implicit hope,
of course, is that reasonableness considerations can be used as a filter that’s at
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just the right level of grain—i.e., fine enough rule out any radical indetermi-
nacy, while not being so fine as to impute an implausible degree of determinacy.
Whether that hope will pan out obviously depends at least in part on how we
precisify the notion of reasonableness, something that Lewis never did.

2.6 Summary
Let I be a scheme of interpretation, as described in (Lewis 1983b, p. 119); i.e.,
a function from a set of causally-interrelated total physical states {S1, ..., Sn}
to the possible total 〈B,D〉 interpretations that those states might take. Karl’s
beliefs and desires at any given time will depend on his momentary total physical
state, and what interpretation that state is assigned by the correct scheme I.

The correct scheme of interpretation will be the one, or one of the ones,
that maximises fit overall for each individual state Si in the network, in the
sense characterised by General Fit. Where B-Coherence, D-Coherence,
E-Coherence, Rationalisability, and Conditionalisation jointly consti-
tute an complete and accurate representation of the typical agent’s belief-desire
psychology, then we can expect perfect fit; otherwise we have to make do with
the imperfect. Furthermore, where multiple schemes of interpretation all do
equally well on considerations of fit, we use relative reasonableness to decide
between competing alternatives.

As stated at the outset, I think there’s a lot that’s fundamentally right about
this picture. But there are also some parts of it that can be improved. Although
I’ll take no issue with the background psychological assumptions—i.e., I think
they come close enough to what a good systematisation of folk psychology ought
to look like to work with for now—I don’t think that Lewis’ General Fit
principle provides us with the most fruitful way to understand the causal roles of
our beliefs and desires within that psychological framework. Furthermore, while
I think there should be some role for reasonableness considerations, the specific
way that they are incorporated into Lewis’ theory leads to some unfortunate and
avoidable consequences. I will discuss these points in §5, but before we get to
that we ought to take a closer look at Lewis’ argument for radical indeterminacy.

3 The Argument for Radical Indeterminacy
Suppose that Karl and his fellow (actual and nearby counterfactual) compatriots
are perfect Bayesian agents. Over the course of his life, Karl will be in some
sequence of total physical states, S1, S2, ..., which in turn belong to a broader
causal network of total physical states that he might have been in, for which
at least one perfectly fitting scheme of interpretation must exist. According to
Lewis, if there’s one scheme of interpretation that maximises fit with S1, S2, ...,
then there will be others:

The same behaviour that fits a decent, reasonable system of belief
and desire also will serve countless very peculiar systems. Start with
a reasonable system, the one that is in fact correct; twist the system
of belief so that the subject’s alleged class of doxastic alternatives is
some gruesome gerrymander; twist the system of desire in a coun-
tervailing way; and the subject’s behaviour will fit the perverse and
incorrect assignment exactly as well as it fits the reasonable and
correct one. (1986, p. 38)
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Lewis only very briefly sketches the argument for this in ‘New Work’—though
the neglected details have more recently been filled in by Williams (2016). Here’s
a summary.9

First, we will let
γ = {g1, ..., gn}

designate the smallest partition of Ω such that any proposition in
⋃

(βt)t∈τ and
any proposition in ε can be expressed as the union of some of the cells in γ;
i.e., they’re all members of ℘(γ), the powerset of γ. Then, we suppose that we
have two distinct belief functions, B1 and B2, which assign the same values to
every cell in γ. So, for example, if we imagine that for some cell g in γ we have
g = {ω1, ω2, ω3}, then we might have:

B1(ωi) =


0, if i = 1,

0.3, if i = 2,

0, if i = 3,

B2(ωi) =


0.15, if i = 1,

0, if i = 2,

0.15, if i = 3,

and otherwise B1 and B2 are identical. Consequently:

B1(g) = B2(g) = 0.3.

Furthermore, we suppose that we have two distinct basic desire functions, D1
and D2, for which when they are combined with B1 and B2 respectively, the
resulting general systems of desire EB1

D1
and EB2

D2
assign the same values to every

cell in γ. For instance:

D1(ωi) =


0, if i = 1,

1, if i = 2,

0.6, if i = 3,

D2(ωi) =


1, if i = 1,

0.8, if i = 2,

1, if i = 3,

and otherwise D1 and D2 are identical. Because

EBi

Di
(g) =

∑
ωi∈g

EBi

Di
({ωi}),

then we will have:

ω1 ω2 ω3
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0
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0
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0
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(g) = 1
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i ({ωi}) Di(ωi) EBi
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({ωi})

It should go without saying that even in a simple case like this, there will be
uncountably many 〈B,D〉 pairs which satisfy the same conditions.

9 I’ve made slight modifications to reflect differences between how Williams and I have set
things up. The changes make no important difference to the proofs, which I’ve omitted.
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Two things now follow. First, since the desirability of member of ℘(γ) is
a function of the desirabilities and probabilities of the members of γ, for any
particular behaviour proposition bt (i.e., for any moment in time), we know that

EB1
D1

(bt) = EB2
D2

(bt).

So bt will maximise expected desirability relative to 〈B1,D1〉 if and only if it
also does so relative to 〈B2,D2〉. And second, that identity will continue even
after conditionalising on any incoming evidence e:

EB
e
1
D1

(bt) = EB
e
2
D2

(bt).

In other words, there might be two schemes of interpretation, I1 and I2, both
of which maximise fit with respect to the sequence of states S1, S2, ...:

b

S1

e

b1

S2

b2

I1 I2

b1

〈B1,D1〉

e

b1

〈Be
1,D1〉

b2 b1

〈B2,D2〉

e

b1

〈Be
2,D2〉

b2

And that leaves plenty of scope for radical indeterminacy: the worlds which
belong to the same cell of γ will agree on what basic behaviours Karl performs
at what times, and on what sensory evidence he has in what sequence, but
might otherwise diverge as much as is consistent with that agreement. As a
consequence there might be radical indeterminacy over propositions that cut
across the cells in γ. As a rough example along the lines Lewis that liked to
describe (cf. 1983a, p. 374), imagine that we can divide any cell g into two: one
part includes the intuitively normal worlds (e.g., where the emeralds are green
and bluebirds blue), the other includes the weird worlds (where the emeralds
are grue and bluebirds bleen). There will now be two sets of beliefs and desires
〈B1,D1〉 and 〈B2,D2〉, both of which perfectly fit state S and which agree as far
as γ is concerned, but where B1 consistently assigns a higher probability to the
normal worlds in any cell of γ than B2 does. If p is the proposition expressing
that the world is normal, the net result is that B1(p) will be quite high, while
B2(p) is low.

(At this point, you might be wondering about the relationship between
Lewis’ indeterminacy argument and the numerous representation theorems for
expected utility theory—e.g., those developed by Ramsey (1931), Savage (1954),
Luce & Krantz (1971), and many more. These theorems are often purported to
show that any agent with sufficiently rich and rationally coherent behavioural
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dispositions can be assigned a unique 〈B,D〉 interpretation (i.e., by working
backwards from those dispositions to what the agent’s beliefs and desires must
be under the assumption that those dispositions are formed in accord with ex-
pected utility theory). After all, if that’s what these results really show, then
they seem to run headlong into Lewis’ conclusion that fit always underdeter-
mines interpretation. I discuss this question in depth in Appendix. To summarise
what I say there: there is no conflict between Lewis’ conclusion and the repre-
sentation theorem results, and indeed contemporary representation theorems
just aren’t very relevant to Lewis’ theory at all.)

4 The Problem with Humanity
Now, Lewis could have taken the hard line in response to his conclusion, arguing
that beliefs and desires are determinate only over ℘(γ), being indeterminate or
undefined otherwise. But his aim was to develop a theory that’s plausible, and
a systematised folk theory should not have such counterintuitive consequences
as that. Hence the reasonableness constraints: it’s more reasonable to have high
confidence that the world is normal, so 〈B2,D2〉—along with countless other
alternatives—will get filtered out in favour of something more like 〈B1,D1〉.

Note, of course, that it’s entirely consistent with the view being described
that Karl’s beliefs and basic desires might be quite unreasonable. The theory
requires only that relatively unreasonable fitting interpretations will be ruled
out in favour of those fitting interpretations that are more reasonable, but in
principle it might be that the most reasonable interpretation that fits a state
isn’t particularly reasonable overall. And that’s a good result to have, because
sometimes we are unreasonable. Some of us have very strange desires—I’ll leave
the reader to think of their own examples—and it would be hard to explain a
good deal of philosophy if nobody ever had unreasonable beliefs.

More generally, I take that as a general desiderata for our theory of be-
liefs and desires that it had better not rule out as a priori impossible any total
belief-desire states that make sense. If you describe to me an agent with co-
herent beliefs and desires, who is disposed to update those beliefs in line with
Conditionalisation, and who behaves in line with Rationalisability given
those beliefs and desires, then I’d like to think you’ve described a possible agent.
From how I’ve described 〈B2,D2〉, for instance, it seems like a possible way for
Karl to be. It’s not incoherent or inconceivable to describe Karl as having an
extraordinary craving for a saucer of mud, or to think he might expect unexam-
ined emeralds to be grue. This version of Karl would be very unusual, but he’s
not a square circle or a happily married bachelor: we can understand him.

And it’s just this that makes me worry about Lewis’ use of reasonableness
constraints. Suppose you have two total state types, S1 and S2, which play the
same causal role, each one fitting with 〈B1,D1〉 and hence also with 〈B2,D2〉.
You might like to think that the correct scheme of interpretation, whatever it
ends up being, could assign 〈B1,D1〉 to one of the states, and 〈B2,D2〉 to the
other. But this is not how interpretation would work on Lewis’ theory. The
correct scheme of interpretation will assign the same interpretation 〈B1,D1〉
to both states, since that will lead to greater overall reasonableness.10 Conse-
quence: Karl cannot have beliefs and desires 〈B2,D2〉 on the Lewisean picture.

10 The interpretation function is at least in principle many-one: there’s no assumption that
each physical state will be assigned a distinct interpretation.
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If 〈B2,D2〉 fits his current state, then 〈B1,D1〉 does so as well, and the former
will always be excluded as a viable interpretation—along with countless other
less-than-maximally-reasonable interpretations. Even if there were enough total
physical states S to go around, such that every conceivable belief-desire state
could be matched one-one with some S, still only those interpretations which are
maximally reasonable modulo fit will ever get assigned by the correct scheme.11

Lewis’ reasonableness constraints help to get around the problem of radical
indeterminacy—maybe—but they do this only by simultaneously rendering a
priori impossible a vast array of mental states that seem entirely conceivable.
It would be preferable (ceteris paribus) if we could solve indeterminacy without
falsely implying the impossibility of infinitely many coherent mental states.

5 A Less Reasonable Solution to Indeterminacy
As Lewis rightly notes (1983b, pp. 119–20, quoted in §2.1 above), the correct
scheme of interpretation I had better specify Karl’s beliefs and desires 〈B,D〉 as
a function of his momentary total physical state, S. But there are different ways
that function might work. One possibility is that the interpretation of S might
be assigned directly on the basis of S’s causal properties as a whole, depending
on how well those properties fit with the functional role of belief-desire states
considered as a unified whole. That’s how we’ve been describing the situation
so far, and that’s how Lewis explicitly describes things in ‘New Work’.

On the other hand, it might be the case that S decomposes into two partial
states, each with its own sub-interpretation. For example, I might assign 〈B,D〉
to S not directly because S satisfies the functional role of 〈B,D〉, but because
S = SB t SD, and SB satisfies the role associated with B while SB satisfies
the role associated with D. And we might decompose even further. If there
really are individual beliefs, and these aren’t what Lewis calls ‘bogus plurals’
(1994, p. 422), then there might be further sub-states that correspond to still
more specific aspects of a total system of beliefs—e.g., a belief (with a certain
strength) with regards p, or with regards q, and so on. But let’s not go too
far down that road. I’m inclined to agree with Lewis that folk psychology is
mostly neutral on matters of representational format, and allows at least for the
possibility that our systems of belief might holistic in something like the way
maps or holograms represent the world.

The official Lewisean theory I’ve been telling isn’t committed to the exis-
tence of any interpretable sub-states: there need not be any interesting ‘parts’
shared between, e.g., the total physical states that correspond to 〈B1,D1〉 and
〈B1,D2〉, or between 〈B1,D1〉 and 〈B2,D1〉. Their physical realisers might be
as different from one another as 〈B1,D1〉 is from 〈B2,D2〉. In other words, the
official story is maximally non-committal about cognitive architecture, allowing
even the possibility that our beliefs and desires form one homogeneous mass that
cannot be separated out from one another. But I don’t think it’s implausible
to assume—or rather, to think that the folk assume—that a person’s system of
beliefs and their system of basic desires are psychologically separable entities.
Our beliefs and desires might be maps, but at least they’re different maps.

11 It’s worth noting that the critique here doesn’t depend on my claim that reasonableness
constraints play a secondary or filtering role. Even if we suppose that reasonableness and fit
can be traded off against one another, essentially the same problem will arise.
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And in fact, Lewis didn’t think this was implausible either. To continue the
quote from earlier,

... an interpretation [must follow from] a scheme of interpretation
specifying the attitudes and meanings as a function of the momen-
tary total physical state. On the basis of such states, the scheme
assigns interpretations to individuals at times. (Indeed it might—
and should, I think—do this simply by identifying certain attitudes
with certain (partial) physical states.) (1983b, pp. 119–20, emphasis
added)

So, grant me that this is plausible: a systematised folk psychology will take
Karl’s system of beliefs, and his system of desires, to be separable entities.
〈B1,D1〉, 〈B1,D2〉, and 〈B1,D3〉 all share a common ‘belief part’, just as 〈B1,D1〉,
〈B2,D1〉, and 〈B3,D1〉 all share a ‘desire part’. We can take these parts and
recombine them, each recombination generating a distinct total system of beliefs
and desires. This implies more commitment about cognitive architecture than
the official story requires, but only a very little bit.

5.1 The Rough Idea
What are the benefits of this? Well, for one thing, it lets us characterise the
functional profiles of our systems of belief and our systems of basic desires in
a way that is strictly more fine-grained than the characterisations we’ve been
considering so far. And, importantly, this lets us make distinctions between
belief states and desire states in terms of their functional roles that are invisible
to the official Lewisean story.

Here’s a simplified example. Let B1, D1, B2, and D2 be exactly as they were
described in §3. Then, their functional roles in relation to one another can now
be represented thus:

(i)

B1

e

Be
1

b b′

D1

b′′ b′′′

D2

(ii)

B2

e

Be
2

b′′′′ b′′′′′

D1

b b′

D2

That is, if b maximises expected desirability relative to 〈B1,D1〉, and b′ max-
imises expected desirability relative to 〈Be

1,D1〉, then b and b′ will also maximise
expected desirability relative to 〈B2,D2〉 and 〈Be

2,D2〉 respectively. We’ve seen
already why this must be true: for all gi ∈ γ, the expected desirability of g
relative to 〈B1,D1〉 is the same as that relative to 〈B2,D2〉. Specifically, we saw
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that
EB1
D1

(g) = EB2
D2

(g) = 1

But it doesn’t yet follow that B1 and B2 also have the same causal role. For
consider what happens we take B1 combined with D2, versus B2 combined with
D1:

ω1 ω2 ω3

0

1

0

1
0.8

1

0

0.8

0

EB1
D2

(g) = 0.8
ω1 ω2 ω3

0.5

0

0.5

0

1
0.6

0 0
0.3

EB2
D1

(g) = 0.3

Under recombinations with the same basic desires, B1 and B2, generate very
different expected desirabilities for g, and hence presumably very different be-
haviours (in the figure represented by b′′ and b′′′′ respectively). 〈B1,D2〉 and
〈B2,D1〉 have distinct causal roles, and we can use that fact to tell between the
partial states from which they’re composed.

That’s the rough idea, anyway, and it has some limitations. In the next part,
I’ll discuss just how far we can narrow things down using these more fine-grained
functional roles—as we’ll see, they get us down to what I’ll call permutation
classes of 〈B,D〉 pairs. To get the rest of the way we’ll need something like
Lewis’ reasonableness considerations, but implemented in a manner that doesn’t
have the same unfortunate consequences as Lewis’ own use of those constraints.

5.2 Determinacy Up To A Permutation Class
[[The following is very rough and still incomplete.]]
We’ll use SB to designate partial states that are to be interpreted as systems of
belief; and SD to designate partial states that are to be interpreted as systems
of desire. We’ll refer to the SB and SD states as counterparts of one another.
Since systems of belief and systems of desire have distinctive causal roles—only
the former systematically change as a response to evidential input—these are
easy enough to tell apart by their physical properties.

I assume that for each coherent B, there is at least one (possible) partial state
type SB such that SB fits the causal role associated with B; likewise for D. We
can tell when two SB (or SD) states will map to the same interpretation, since
they’ll have identical causal properties under all possible combinations with their
counterpart states. (This assumes that for any two distinct B-states, there’s
a D-state that will tell them apart, which is obvious.) Thus, I’ll assume for
simplicity that partial physical states with the same relevant causal properties
can be grouped together, and the interpretation function is one-one.

I’ll also assume that the possible D are bounded in both directions. (This
does not seem to make a difference to my argument, but it makes things easier.)
Furthermore, I’ll assume that everyD assigns at least two distinct values; i.e., it’s
not trivial. Again, this is for simplicity, and easily dispensed with if necessary:
the trivial D state has highly unique causal properties that are easy to recognise:
it generates the same expected desirability distribution regardless of what B
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function it’s combined with. Finally, and following from these two assumptions,
I’ll let ‘the’ function which represents Karl’s basic desires be that function with
values normalised between 0 and 1.

Next, we’ll need some terminology. For any B, let B’s permutation class,
Perm(B), be the set of functions B′ which permute the values assigned to worlds
within a cell of γ; e.g., where g = {ω1, ω2, ω3} and B1 assigns 0.3 to ω2 and 0
to both ω1 and ω3, a permutation of B1 might assign 0.3 to ω1 and 0 to both
ω2 and ω3. Define permutation classes for desire functions in a similar way.

Furthermore, for any 〈B,D〉, let Perm(〈B,D〉) be all those 〈Bi,Di〉 pairs that
permute B and D’s values together. That is, if Bi swaps B’s values for ω1 and
ω2, then Di will likewise swap D’s values for ω1 and ω2. We’ll say that a set
of belief-desire pairs, {〈Bi,Di〉, 〈Bj ,Dj〉, ...} contains a B (or D) just in case
there is some pair in the set to which B (or D) belongs. It is straightforward
that 〈B,D〉’s permutation class will contain all members of Perm(B) and of
Perm(D)—and nothing further.

Obviously, the probabilities and expected desirabilities of any cell in γ will
be identical for all 〈B,D〉 pairs within a permutation class, so they give one kind
of case where Lewis’ original argument for radical indeterminacy applies. In fact,
it’s the case that Lewis focuses on in ‘New Work’. But as Lewis notes in (1986),
his argument is not limited to systems of belief and desire within a permutation
class—there are vastly many belief-desire pairs which will satisfy the conditions
needed for his argument which are not permutations of one another. Hence, even
if the more fine-grained functional roles can narrow interpretations down just to
indeterminacy over a permutation class, we’ll still have much more determinacy
than the coarse-grained roles allow.

Now comes the crucial notion: for any 〈B,D〉, let 〈B,D〉’s recombination class,
Recombo(〈B,D〉), be the set containing all those pairs of beliefs and desires that
can be constructed out of the functions in Perm(B) and Perm(D). For example,
if 〈Bi,Di〉 and 〈Bj ,Dj〉 are in 〈B,D〉’s permutation class, then both they and
〈Bi,Dj〉, 〈Bj ,Di〉 will be 〈B,D〉’s recombination class.

I suspect that each and every recombination class is unique, at least in the
case where Ω is finite, in the following sense: the various belief-desire pairs in
any recombination class will generate a pattern of expected desirabilities which
is not likewise generated by any other set of belief and desire functions under
recombination, where those desire functions take on the same range of values as
those in Perm(D). But I don’t have a proof of this. Luckily, we can settle for
less—we only need that there are unique recombination classes, since that will
help us pin down the interpretation of at least some partial physical states.

5.3 Reasonableness Redux
...

6 Conclusion
...

7 Appendix: The Relevance of Representation Theorems
In this appendix I want to argue that the decision-theoretic representation the-
orems we currently have just are not particularly relevant to understanding how
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much indeterminacy we can expect given a functionalist theory developed along
the Lewisean lines. Representation theorems in general have the wrong kind of
structure to tell us whether or not Karl’s behavioural dispositions are sufficient
to pin down a unique 〈B,D〉 pair, on the way that Lewis was conceptualising
the problem of radical interpretation. Getting clearer on why this is will help
also help us to better understand Lewis’ view, and how it differs in important
ways from otherwise similar views that do make use of representation theorems
(e.g., Maher 1993).

7.1 The Stereotypical Representation Theorem
Described at an abstract enough level, all contemporary representation theorems
have the same basic structure. First, take some expected utility theory: it will
say that an agent’s preferences (henceforth %) are a function of the agent’s
beliefs and basic desires at that time, as determined by the expected utility
rule. That rule might be precisified in a number of ways depending on the
formal framework used and the precisifier’s philosophical inclinations, but the
differences won’t matter to us now. The theory will also presuppose that the
beliefs and basic desires in question obey some basic structural properties—like
those we see in B-Coherence and D-Coherence.

Since it only tells us about the relationship between beliefs, desires and
preferences for momentary time-slices of an agent, we’ll call this a synchronic
expected utility theory, and we’ll label it Tseu. We can represent the content of
Tseu as a function,

Tseu : (B×∆) 7→ Π,

where:

B = {B,B′, ...} = the set of (coherent) systems of belief.
∆ = {D,D′, ...} = the set of (coherent) basic desires.
Π = {%,%′, ...} = the set of all possible systems of preference.

The existence of such a function is what allows for the possibility of a represen-
tation theorem, the generic form of which can be stated as follows:

If % satisfies restrictions Rseu, then there will be some 〈B,D〉 pair such that
Tseu(B,D) = %; furthermore, 〈B,D〉 will be unique up to condition x.

In some cases, the uniqueness condition x is strong indeed: the B is unique, and
the D unique up to interval-preserving transformations (i.e., effectively unique).
We see this in Ramsey’s representation theorem, and other theorems which make
use of similar structures (e.g., Davidson et al. 1957; Pfanzagl 1968; Bradley 1998;
Elliott 2017b; 2017c). In a sense we also see it in Savage’s theorem, though there
are some subtleties involved in correctly interpreting that result—Savage showed
that B and D will be unique only up to a choice of how we carve up the ‘states’
and ‘consequences’ used to define his ‘acts’, and an agent’s behaviour might be
consistent with a range of carvings (cf. Schervish et al. 1990; Gilboa et al. 2012).
There will also be some representation theorems where the uniqueness condition
is unambiguously weaker than full uniqueness; this is the case, for example, in
Jeffrey’s (1978) theorem (see also Richter 1975; Bolker 1967; Domotor 1978).

Given that very abstract characterisation, let’s now divide contemporary
representation theorems into two distinct groups depending on how the prefer-
ence relation % is most naturally understood. On the one hand, there are those
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theorems (like Jeffrey’s) where the preference relation is defined over a space
of propositions that includes—but is not at all limited to—propositions about
behaviour. In this case, % is best seen as representing a general relation of rela-
tive desirability over an arbitrary space of propositions: p % q if and only if the
agent desires p to at least the degree she does q. Call these mental preferences.
On the other hand, there are those theorems for which % is generally taken
to ‘encode’ an agent’s choice dispositions over a set of actions or behaviours.
These will include those theorems which, like Savage’s, formalise the relata of
% as functions from ‘states’ to ‘consequences’ usually understood to represent
behaviours or actions; i.e., as things we might do. We’ll call them behavioural
preferences. It will do no harm, however, to interpret % in this case as a re-
striction of the relative desirability relation to a partition of propositions about
behaviours and/or actions, like our sets βt (cf. Joyce 1999, §2.1).

I think we can immediately dismiss any representation theorem where the %
takes on a mental interpretation. In that case, the theorem tells us that it might
be possible sometimes to use facts about one kind of intentional mental state
to narrow down the facts about two other kinds of intentional mental state. If
that’s your project, then the theorem might be very useful indeed—but it’s not
especially helpful when relative desirabilities are precisely the kinds of mental
states to which we cannot presume access given the reductive task at hand (§1).
So let’s set that class of representation theorems aside, and focus instead on the
class of theorems that are more clearly apt for a behavioural reading of %.

7.2 Savage’s Representation Theorem
The central result amongst the ‘behavioural’ representation theorems is Sav-
age’s, and Lewis certainly would have been aware of Savage’s work by the time
he was writing ‘Radical Interpretation’. In his (2014), Schwarz states that ‘Lewis
did not trust [Savage’s] results’ (pp. 21–2), and pins that distrust primarily on
the fact that Savage relies on a very strong assumption about the structure of
the set of behaviours available in any decision situation. According to Schwarz,
Lewis ‘presumably rejected’ Savage’s assumption—though I think we can say
something stronger than that: the assumption is inconsistent with the ‘Savagean’
version of causal decision theory that Lewis presented in his (1981).

In Savage’s general formal framework, so-called acts are formalised as func-
tions from a set of states to a set of consequences. In proving his theorem, Sav-
age implausibly assumes that every such function counts as an ‘act’. In Lewis’
causal decision theory, ‘acts’ can likewise be formalised as functions from states
to consequences—the difference, however, is that this time it’s the states which
are first constructed out of acts and consequences. That is, starting with a prim-
itive set of acts, the set of states in Lewis’ theory (interpreted as ‘dependency
hypotheses’) can be represented as the set of all functions from acts to con-
sequences; every act can then be mapped back to a function from the states
to consequences (cf. Fishburn 1970, pp. 164–7). Included amongst these depen-
dency hypotheses will be some ‘constant states’, according to which a single
consequence will always result no matter what act is performed at that state.
(You might think of these as ‘fatalist’ hypotheses.) Constant states are straight-
forwardly inconsistent with Savage’s assumption, which implies for instance that
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for each consequence there is a ‘constant act’ which results in exactly that con-
sequence at every state.12

And that’s only one of a number of reasons one might be suspicious of
Savage’s uniqueness result. There are also legitimate concerns arising from the
aforementioned subtleties in the interpretation of that result, and consequently
whether it’s feasible to suppose that we can set out the basic elements of Savage’s
framework (i.e., his ‘states’ and ‘consequences’) without substantial independent
access to facts about the subject’s beliefs and desires (cf. Elliott 2017c, pp. 475–
6). And you might worry about whether the background assumptions about the
beliefs and desire functions are fully generalisable—e.g., Savage assumes that
belief functions are always defined over an uncountable algebra of propositions,
that the desire functions are bounded, and so on. Take away those assumptions
and you might have some scope to reintroduce a degree of indeterminacy.

Furthermore, there are serious concerns as to whether the unique probability
functions we arrive at through Savage’s derivation process—which are defined
only for ‘states’ and disjunctions thereof—are appropriate for representing the
full range of our beliefs (Elliott 2017a). This worry would apply to any repre-
sentation theorem built for Lewis’ ‘Savagean’ decision theory inasmuch as there
are at least some beliefs and desires with contents that cannot be expressed
as disjunctions of dependency hypotheses. The argument for radical indeter-
minacy already indicates that Lewis thought this must be so: it is impossible
to express a proposition about one’s own behaviour (or a possible consequence
thereof) as a disjunction of dependency hypotheses, since each such hypothesis
is a conjunction of counterfactuals,

(bt
1 �→ c1) ∧ ... ∧ (bt

n �→ cn),

where the ci are possible consequences.
So there are plenty of reasons that Lewis might have had to doubt Savage’s

‘strong’ uniqueness result. But none of the problems mentioned so far yet gets
to the heart of the matter. The most fundamental reason that representation
theorems don’t run into conflict with Lewis’ indeterminacy argument is that
those theorems relate to a very different kind of ‘evidence base’ for deriving an
interpretation than Lewis was taking himself to have access to.

7.3 The Lewisean Evidence Base
A representation theorem like Savage’s says that we can (under certain con-
ditions) take Karl’s momentary behavioural preferences as our ‘evidence base’
and derive a unique 〈B,D〉 interpretation, on the assumption that his preferences
were determined in line with the relevant version of expected utility theory.

But who said we could extract the preference facts out of the physical-
behavioural facts? The assumption that we can is an unfortunate hold-over from
Savage’s works, and from revealed preference theory before that, and I think the

12 Some other representation theorems in the Savagean tradition make use of weaker as-
sumptions about the space of ‘acts’ available for choice (e.g., Luce & Krantz 1971; Gaifman
& Liu 2018), but they still end up running into conflict with the way Lewis set things up
in his (1981). Balch & Fishburn’s (1974) theorem is the only one I’m aware of that is built
around a primitive set of acts in the way I’ve described. As a consequence, that theorem does
not conflict with Lewis’ set up. However, it also makes essential use of exogenously given
probabilities rather than deriving those probabilities from preferences.
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idea has too often been uncritically attributed to Lewis by readers of ‘Radical
Interpretation’. (I’ll say more about this just below.) It is not supported by
Lewis’ own writings. Try as you might, you won’t find Lewis anywhere saying
that the physical facts inform us as to Karl’s preferences—whether those be
mental or behavioural.13

Rather, the ‘evidence base’ that Lewis makes use of are in one respect weaker,
in another stronger, than the facts about Karl’s momentary preferences—viz.,
Lewis supposes that we can know on the basis of the physical facts how Karl
behaves, and would behave following sensory inputs, and on that basis we derive
a range of possible 〈B,D〉 interpretations under the assumption that Karl’s be-
haviours are determined in line with a strictly more richly structured diachronic
theory of decision-making. In particular, let Tdeu be a synchronic decision the-
ory supplemented with a deterministic account of belief update—in this case,
Conditionalisation. Then, supposing that Karl has such-and-such beliefs and
desires at some time t doesn’t just determine what preferences he has at t, but
also what preferences % he would have at a later time if he were to receive such-
and-such evidence in the intervening moments. Like the synchronic theory, the
content of the diachronic theory can be represented with a function; this time:

Tdeu : (B×∆× τ ) 7→ {f : ε 7→ Π}.

Since Lewis very clearly thought that (i) we had general systems of desires for
propositions about many matters (not just behaviour), and (ii) an agent’s gen-
eral desires in turn determine a full suite of relative desirabilities, we’ll interpret
the preferences that Tdeu relates to mentalistically.

So: Tdeu takes us from a system of beliefs and basic desires at a time to
mappings from possible streams of evidence to the mental preferences that would
result following receipt of that evidence—specifically, such that if Tdeu(B,D, t) =
f , then for e ∈ ε,

f(e) = Tseu(Be,D).
Moreover, the combination of a belief function, evidence proposition, and a set
of mental preferences will determine for any set of behaviour-propositions βt

a unique set of behaviours, βt
max ⊆ βt (where βt

max is defined as it was in
Rationalisability). Consequently, our diachronic decision theory induces a
further and somewhat more complicated function,

T ?
deu : (B×∆) 7→

{
f ′ : τ 7→ {f ′′ : ε 7→

⋃
t∈τ

(
℘(βt)

)
}
}

.

Specifically, T ?
deu will be such that if T ?

deu(B,D) = f ′, then for any time t, f ′(t)
will equal some f ′′ such that for all e ∈ ε,

f ′′(e) = βt′

max ,

where t′ is t plus the duration the stream of evidence e.14

13 I don’t want to throw too many stones, since I’m guilty of making the same attribution
(e.g., in Elliott 2017a, 2019). I offer the following paragraphs as penance for my mistake.

14 All this assumes that there is a uniquely appropriate partition of behaviour propositions
for any given time. Where the propositions are about ‘basic behaviours’—immediate bodily
movements, or impulses to move in certain ways—then this is not so implausible. But if it turns
out that there are multiple and relevantly different ways of carving up the space of available
behaviours, and it’s not clear on the basis of the physical facts alone which is the ‘right’ one to
use, then we’d have to complicate our function T ?

deu even more—and we could expect that the
resulting representation theorem would have a correspondingly weaker uniqueness condition.
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The function f ′ corresponds naturally to the kind of ‘evidence base’ that
Lewis assumed we’d be able to make use of in fixing the facts about Karl’s beliefs
and desires: we can help ourselves to the time, and we have how Karl would
be disposed to behave at some later time if he had such-and-such streams of
evidence for the intervening duration. And just as the existence of Tseu allowed
for the stereotypical representation theorem, so too would it be possible to
come up with representation theorems for T ?

deu. But no one has yet tried to do
anything like this, and it should be plain to see that the resulting theorem would
be rather different than what we’re used to:

If f ′ satisfies restrictions Rdeu, then there will be a 〈B,D〉 pair such that
T ?

deu(B,D) = f ′; furthermore 〈B,D〉 will be unique up to condition y.

More importantly, even if there are plausible restrictions Rseu on a set of mo-
mentary preferences % such that there B and D unique up to condition x for
which Tseu(B,D) = %, that in no way implies that there will likewise be restric-
tions Rdeu on a function like f ′, which takes us from times to mappings from
evidence to sets of behaviours, such that there are B and D also unique up to
condition x for which T ?

deu(B,D) = f ′. The B and D are being derived in each
case from overlapping but nevertheless quite distinct kinds of information.

There will be some Rdeu that determine B and D unique up to some con-
dition y, but someone will have to prove the relevant representation theorem
before we know what y is. That’s a project for another time. For now, I think
it’s fair to treat the Lewisean argument for radical indeterminacy as an informal
proof that restrictions Rdeu do not exist for full uniqueness, at least given a di-
achronic decision theory characterised by the combination of B-Coherence, D-
Coherence, E-Coherence, Rationalisability, and Conditionalisation.
So, for reasons fundamental to the nature of all contemporary representation
theorems, they just aren’t in conflict with Lewis’ conclusion.

7.4 Revealed Preference Theory
Finally, we should talk about the elephant in the room. I’ve said that Lewis
allowed himself access to the facts about how Karl behaves, and would behave
under certain counterfactual conditions. At a glance, this is very similar to what
Savage says about how to determine the facts about an agent’s preferences from
facts about how they would choose in counterfactual scenarios:

Of two acts f and g, it is possible that the person prefers f to
g. Loosely speaking, this means that, if he were required to decide
between f and g, no other acts being available, he would decide on
f . (1954, p. 17)

Savage immediately notes that the ‘loose’ definition is imperfect, since it cannot
accommodate the distinction between weak preference and indifference. But he
also offers no better alternative—and as he says, ‘enough has been said for us
to proceed’ (p. 17).15

15 See (Maher 1993, pp. 12–5) and (Joyce 1999, pp. 19–22, 99–102) for more extensive dis-
cussions of these issues. To the best of my knowledge, a complete solution to the problem of
distinguishing weak preference and indifference in terms of choices or choice dispositions has
yet been put forward.
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The idea is simple enough. If you want to know Karl’s preferences over a
space of behaviours, β, you consider how Karl would be disposed to behave
in situations where only subsets of β are actually available for choice. Karl’s
counterfactual choice dispositions will be described by the choice function C
which, it is assumed, will correspond directly to his preferences, in that for any
β? ⊆ β,

C(β?) = {b ∈ β? : b % b′, for all b′ ∈ β?}

Thus, we can read the preference-facts off of the facts about choice dispositions
(and vice versa).

So you might think that, even if Lewis never said that we can do this, pre-
sumably we could—hence the evidence base for Lewisean radical interpretation
perhaps isn’t quite as distinctive as I’ve claimed it is, and contemporary repre-
sentation theorems are more closely related to Lewis’ conclusion than I’ve been
arguing. After all, Lewis supposes (in effect) that we have access to the output
of Karl’s choice function for the choice situations he’s actually in, and would be
in if he were to receive such-and-such evidence. This tells us what behaviours sit
at the top of the preference rankings at those counterfactual choice situations.
But to determine Karl’s full range of actual preferences we just need to con-
sider slightly different counterfactual scenarios: those where Karl’s behavioural
choices are arbitrarily limited in various ways. That’s not too far from what
Lewis explicitly suggested, so he might have even agreed with the idea.

Well, not so fast. I cannot know for sure what Lewis thought of the method
since (as far as I’m aware) he did not discuss it, but I’m inclined to think that
the simple idea is basically nonsense. Suppose we can somehow deal with the
problem of distinguishing between weak preference and indifference, and suppose
also that the behaviours Karl can actually choose between are given by

β = {b1, ..., bn},

with
b1 � b2 � ... � bn−1 � bn.

Finally, suppose that it’s sensible to take any arbitrary pair of behaviours and
then talk about the possible scenario where only those two behaviours are avail-
able for Karl to choose. Now let

βa = {b2, b3}, βb = {b3, b4}.

In the actual world, Karl chooses b1; in the counterfactual choice situation βa,
he chooses b2; and in βb, he chooses b2. Question: are Karl’s beliefs and basic
desires the same in the latter two scenarios as they are in the actual world, or
do they vary?

If Karl’s beliefs and desires remain the same, then whence the change in
behaviour? It’s not like Karl has some magical intuitive access to changes to the
external world, which somehow informs him (without any changes to his beliefs)
when certain behaviours have become available or unavailable for choice, such
that he might choose this way or that.16 Don’t say: ‘First he tries b1, then when

16 I noted in §2.2 that Lewis’ assumes something similar to this—that if B(b) > 0, then
b isn’t unavailable. But assuming that Karl believes b is available only if it is available is
quite a bit more plausible than assuming Karl auto-magically changes his behaviours without
changing his beliefs whenever those behaviours become unavailable.
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he finds he cannot do that, he goes to b2, and so on’. For what happens when he
finds he cannot do b1 other than a change in his beliefs? No: if there’s a change
in his behaviour, then that’s because he’s either changed his basic desires, or
(more likely) there’s been a change in his beliefs about what behaviours are
available for choice.

But if Karl’s beliefs (and/or desires) are different in these counterfactual sce-
narios, then we need good reason to think that Karl’s choices in those scenarios
will precisely reflect the preferences determined by his beliefs and desires in the
actual world. Imagine coming to believe that the (usually very large) range of
basic behaviours you might usually choose to perform has been reduced down
to exactly two. I’d imagine this would force quite a large change in your beliefs,
since the nearest possible world where that could be true (if there even are any)
would be quite far off indeed. And how someone with very different beliefs from
Karl would be disposed to choose in some very strange counterfactual circum-
stance cannot plausibly be taken to constitute infallible evidence about what as
a matter of fact is going on inside Karl’s head. Maybe there’s some rough corre-
lation, some weak evidential relationship, between Karl’s actual preferences and
these counterfactual choices. That would be enough for some purposes—but not
enough to ground a plausible metasemantic theory.

So we have a dilemma: the revealed preference method for extracting the
facts about Karl’s preferences out of the facts about his counterfactual choices
requires either an implausible theory of how choices are made, or an implausi-
bly strong connection between the choices and preferences of doxastically very
different agents. Either way, it’s not the sort of thing we should rashly attribute
to Lewis without strong supporting evidence, and (as far as I’m aware) that
evidence does not exist. Contemporary representation theorems just aren’t that
relevant to Lewis’ radical indeterminacy argument. They relate to simply dif-
ferent ways of thinking about the problem of radical interpretation.
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